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Abstract 
Phelps, K.T., A class of 2khromatic SQS(22), Discrete Mathematics 97 (1991) 333-338. 
We enumerate all 2-chromatic Steiner quadruple systems of order 22, having a cyclic 
automorphism of order 11 (i.e. 2 disjoint ll-cycles). 
1. Introduction 
A Steiner quadruple system of order 2n (briefly a SQS(2n)) is usually denoted 
by a pair (V, B) where V is a set of 2n elements and B a collection of 4-subsets 
which contain every 3-subset of V exactly once. As with hypergraphs, a 
k-coloring of an SQS(2n) is a partition of the set V into k parts or color classes 
such that no block of B is contained in any color class. An SQS(2n) is 
k-chromatic if it admits a k-coloring but no (k - l)-coloring. When k = 2, a 
Steiner quadruple system which is 2-chromatic has also been said to admit a 
‘blocking set’. 
Steiner quadruple systems can be 2-colored as was noted by Doyen and 
Vandersavel [3]. In fact, it is one of the few classes of hypergraphs for which a 
polynomial time algorithm exists to decide 2-colorability [l]. However, the 
spectrum for 2-chromatic SQS(2n) remains open. Currently, such systems are 
known to exist if 2n = 4 or 8 mod 12 [3] and when 2n = 2. 5n13617C, a b, c 3 0 
[6]. It is known that no a-chromatic SQS(14) exists [6]. Hence the first unresolved 
order is 22. In this paper we enumerate all a-chromatic transitive SQS(22). The 
construction of a 2-chromatic SQS(22) is crucial to a complete determination of 
the spectrum for these systems. 
Cyclic SQS(22) were enumerated by I. Diener: none of these systems are 
2-chromatic. In constructing transitive 2-chromatic SQS(22) we have constructed 
one cyclic system and 5 systems having the dihedral group. Our cyclic system is 
not multiplier isomorphic to any of those enumerated by Diener [2]. 
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2. General construction 
We consider the construction of 2-chromatic SQS(2n), (V, B) for n = 1 or 
5 mod 6 and assume that V = N U N’, N = (0, 1, . . . , n - l}. It is simple to see 
that such a system implies the existence of a pair of large sets of partial triple 
systems on N and N’ respectively (cf. [6]). 
Briefly, a large set of partial triple systems on N is a partition of the set of all 
triples on N into n partial Steiner triple system of order n. If we consider the 
integers under addition mod rr, acting on triples of N = (0, 1, . . . , n - l} in the 
obvious manner and choose one representative triple from each orbit so that the 
resulting collection of triples is a partial triple system of order II, then this will 
give us the base blocks for a large set of partial triple systems, which we will call a 
cyclic large set. 
Let T and Ti, i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1 be (cyclic) large sets of partial triple systems 
on N and N’ respectively. For each r (T[) there is a set of uncovered or missing 
pairs, which are not in any triple of q. Let E, be the missing pairs or edges. The 
graph (N, Ei) is called the missing edge or leave graph of T. The leave graph of T 
(T:) must have exacting n - 1 edges, each vertex must have even degree and 
there must be at least one isolated vertex. 
We can partially construct a 2-chromatic SQS(2n) by forming quadruples: 
(1) {x, y, z, i’}, for all triples {x, y, z} E T, i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. 
(2) {x’, y’, z’, i} for all triples {x’, y’, x’} E Ti, i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. 
Clearly for each {a, b} E Ei the leave graph of z, the triple {a, b, i’} is not in any 
of the above quadruples. Assuming the r form a cyclic large set, it is a simple 
matter to show that for each d = 1, 2, . . . , (n - 1)/2, there are exactly two edges 
of the form {a, a + d}, {b, b + d} in the leave graph E;. Let us assume for 
convenience that i = 0 and {a, u + d}, {b, b + d} E EO. Then the pair {a, a + d} 
will be in the leave graph Ei for precisely two values of i, i = 0 and i = a - b 
(modn). Hence we must have the blocks: 
(3) {a, a + d, 0’, (a - b)‘} (mod n) and {b, b + d, 0’, (b - a)‘} (mod n) 
in the quadruple system for each value of d. However the same arguments hold 
for the leave graphs Ei of Tl, i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. In particular the following. 
Lemma 1. Zf { u,u+d}, {b,b+d} are in the leave graph E,, then {(-a)‘, 
(-b)‘}, {-(a + d)‘, -(b + d)‘} mast be in the leave graph E& 
Theorem 1. Given a pair of cyclic large sets of partial triple systems T, T], i = 
0, 1, . . . , n - 1 on N and N’ respectively, which satisfy Lemma 1, then one can 
construct a 2-chromatic SQS(2n) on NUN’ using blocks in (l), (2) and (3) (and 
cyclic shifts) above. 
Clearly the above SQS(2n) will have a cyclic automorphism, Q, of order n 
acting on the color classes N and N’. Conversely any 2-chromatic SQS(2n) having 
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such an automorphism must be constructable in this fashion. Finally, the leave 
graphs &, Eh need not be isomorphic unless one wants the resulting SQS(2n) to 
be transitive. 
3. The Case n = 11 
Using programs and techniques developed in an earlier paper [5], the author 
enumerated all cyclic large sets of partial triple systems which could be one of a 
‘linked’ pair. This consists of generating a set of orbit representatives 
(isomorphism-rejection was included in the generation procedure) and applying 
Lemma 1 to the leave graph to construct a graph Eh which must satisfy the 
obvious necessarily conditions for a leave graph in such a cyclic large set. 
There are 47 such cyclic large sets on Z,,. Since two such systems will be 
isomorphic iff there is an affine transformation (X + ax + b (mod 11)) mapping 
one to the other, it was a simple matter to check for solutions in which E, and EA 
were isomorphic. We found that 7 of the original 47 solutions satisfy this 
additional condition. The base blocks constructed from these 7 solutions are listed 
in the Appendix. 
All solutions have the automorphism (Y, 
(Y:x’+ (X + 1)’ (mod 11) and (Y:X+X + 1 (mod 11). 
Solutions #O-5 have an automorphism 
p:x+(-x)’ (mod 11) and /3:x’-, --x (mod 11). 
Solution #6 has an automorphism 
/3:x+(x + 10)’ (mod 11) and p:x’+x. 
We remark that solutions #O-6 are transitive; #O-5 have the dihedral group 
whereas solution #6 has the cyclic group as an automorphism group. 
We also considered linked pairs of solutions in which the two cyclic large sets 
were not isomorphic. In this regard, solutions, #O, 1,5 all have isomorphic leave 
graphs, do as #2 and #4 and so any pair of solutions #O, 1,5 or solution #2 and 
#4 could occur together in a 2-chromatic SQS(22). In addition to these, there are 
four other linked pairs of solutions, which fall into 3 groups based upon the 
isomorphism classes of the leave graphs Eo, E,) We list these solutions in the 
Appendix. 
In the list of solutions, we give the solution number (e.g. #2), the correspond- 
ing number in the original list of 47 potential solutions (e.g. ‘(13)‘) and the list of 
base blocks. For example, in II solution #O, we have (12,4) indicating that the 
linked pair of solutions were numbers 12 and 4 from the original list of 47. We 
also list the base blocks for an alternate (non-isomorphic) solution involving 
linked pairs of solutions 12 and 37. 
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4. Concluding remarks 
The construction of 2-chromatic SQS(22) fills an important gap and suggests 
that such systems exist for all orders n, n = 2 or 4 mod 6, n # 14, even if we insist 
on a ‘nice’ automorphism group. 
On the negative side, none of our solutions is ‘regular’. A solution is said to be 
‘regular’ if the leave graph I$ of the partial triple systems T, has one isolated 
vertex and all other vertices of degree 2 (for each i). 
The fact that none of the solutions found was ‘regular’ confirms the results of a 
previous paper by the author and Rosa [6]. Regular solutions can give rise to an 
infinite class of solutions by a direct product construction. The interested reader is 
referred to [6] for more information. 
Transitive 2-chromatic SQS(2n), for n odd, can be extended to n mutually 
disjoint mutually 2-chromatic SQS(2n). The existence of such a set of 11 disjoint 
SQS(22), which is a consequence of the results in this paper, was used by Etzion 
and Hartman [4] in constructing further ‘big’ sets of SQS(2n). The interested 
reader is referred to [4] for more information on this. 
Appendix 
I. Transitive solutions (base blocks) 
#O (3) 
{0,6,&O’} {O,l,lO,O’} {0,2,9,0’} {6,10,2,0’} {1,9,4,0’} 
{6,7,9,0’> {3,5,9,0’> {7,0,8,0’> {8,5,10,0’> {8,&l, O} 
{5,4,2,0’> {7,5,1,0’> {4,0,3,0’> {3,6,1,0’> {7,2,3, O’} 
{6,8,0’, 2’) {10,7,0’, 3’) {8,3,0’, 4’) (9, lO,O’, 1’) 
#l(9) 
{0,6,5,0’} {O,l,lO’,O’} {2,4,0,0’} {6,10,2,0’} {9,6,1,0’} 
{2,3,5,0’} {7,9,&O’} {7,0,8, O’} {8,5, lO,O’} {8,2,1,0’} 
{4,3,1,0’] {7,5,1,0’] {7,3,6,0’} {0,3,9,0’} {9,4,5,0’} 
{6,8,0’,2’} {10,7,0’,3’} {8,3,0’,4’} {9,10,0’,1} 
#2 (13) 
(L9,4,0’] {L6,7,0’} {0,10,1,0’} {3,1,5,0’} {7,3,0,0’} 
{8,2,1,0’> {8,7,5,0’> {6,4,0,0’> {IO,6 9, O’} {2,5,0, O’} 
{8,3,4,0’} {8,9,0,0’> {7,9,&O’} C&6,3,0’} {2,10,4,0’} 
{9,3,0’,4’} {6,5,0’,1’} {8,10,0’,2’} {10,7,0’,3’} 
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#3(25) 
{lO,S,l,O'} {6,2,10,0'} {0,3,8,0'} {2,8,7,0'} {1,2,0,0'} 
{7,3,6,0') {9,1,7,0') {4,10,0,0'> {2,3,5,0'} {5,7,0,0') 
{4,8,5,0') {9,6,0,0') {1,6,5,0'} {4,3,1,0> {4,2,9,0') 
{9,10,0',1'} {7,10,0',3'} {8,6,0' 32'1 {9,3,0',4') 
#4(33) 
{2,7,8,0') {1,0,2,0') {4,2,6,0'} {1,8,5,0') {0,3,8,0'} 
{4,3,1,0'} {1,10,6,0'} {7,3,6,0' ) {9,1,7,0') {4,10,0,0'> 
{2,3,5,0') {5,7,0,0') {9,2,10,0'> {9,6,0,0') {4,9,8,0'> 
{7,10,0',3'} {6,5,0',1'} {10,8,0',2'} {9,3,0',4'} 
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#5(42) 
{2,8,7,0') {3,4,2,0') {7,9,5,0') {2,6,9,0') {1,9,4,0'} 
{10,0,2,0'} {1,3,7,0'} {1,5,2,0'} {8,5,10,0'} {0,5,4,0'} 
{6,5,3,0'} {1,10,6,0'} {1,8,0,0': {0,3,9,0'} {0,6,7,0'} 
{8,3,0',4'} {6,8,0',2'} {9,10,0',1'} {10,7,0',3'} 
#6(44)a=lO 
{5,0,10,0'} {1,2,0,0'} {7,9,5,0'} {8,1,4,0'} {7,4,10,0'} 
{9,10,1,0') {1,3,7,0') {7,0,&O'} {6,3,8,0'} {1,6,5,0'} 
{5,4,2,0') {6,4,0,0'} {3,10,2,0'} {0,3,9,0'} {2,8,9,0'} 
{9,6,0',1'} {10,6,0',4'} {9,4,0',2'}. 
II. Linked pairs of solutions (base blocks mod 11) 
#O (12,4) 
{2,5,10,0’> {2,8,7,0’> {3,4,2, O’} {0,2,9,0’} {4,8,0,0’} 
{6,1,2,0’) {0,1,3,0’} {5,7,0,0’} {8,1,9,0’} {10,7,1,0’} 
{6,0,10,0’> {6,5,3,0’> {9,7,3,0’> {5,1,4,0’> {6,9,4,0’} 
{5,8,0’, l'} {8,3,0’, 4’) {10,8,0', 2’) {10,3,0’, 5’) 
{9,10, O’, 3’) 
{6’,10’,2’,0} {6’,3’,9’,0} {10’,4’,5’,0} {10’,9’,0’,0} 
{7’,5’,9’,0} {10’,7’,1’,0} {4’,9’,8’,0} {3’,2’,0’,0} 
{6’,4’,0’,0} {2’,9’,1’,0} {4’,7’,2’,0} {S’,O’,l’,O} 
{5’,6’,8’,0} {8’,10’,3’,0} {7’,0’,8’,0} 
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alternate solution (12,37) 
{0',6',5',0} {1',2',0',0} {4',6',2',0} {0',4',7',0} 
{10',7',2',0} {8',9',0',0} {lO',l',S,O} {10',3',0',0} 
{6',3',8',0} {9',3',2',0} {8',7',5',0} {10',8',4',0} 
{10',6',9',0} {9',1',7',0} {9',4',5',0} 
#1(20,35) 
(0, 1, lO,O’} {2,4,0,0'} {1,5,8,0'} {3,0,6,0'} {10,4,5,0'} 
{1,3,7,0') {7,0,8,0'} {4,1,6,0'} {2,7,6,0'} {10,9,7,0') 
{0,9,5,0') {2,9,1,0'> {10,2,8,0') {8,3,4,0'} {2,3,5,0') 
{9,3,0',5'} {10,3,0',4'} {6,8,0',1'} {6,9,0',2'} {8,9,0',3'} 
{9',0',7',0} {2', 6',9',0} {1',9', 4',0} {3', 8', 9',0} 
{1',0',2',0} {4',8',5',0} {3',0',5',0} {5',10',9',0} 
{7',6',4',0} {1',10',6',0} {3',10',2',,0} {8',0',6',0} 
{4',10',0',0} {7',8',10',0} {1',3',7',0} 
#2(31,41) 
{10,0,9,0'} {1,3,10,0'} {5,9,1,0'} {4,1,7,0'} {6,0,1,0'} 
{4,6,10,0'} {7,0,8,0'} {8,5,10,0'} {8,2,1,0'} {6,5,3,0'} 
{4,2,9,0'} {4,0,3,0'} {2,5,0,0'} {7,2,3,0'} {6,7,9,0') 
{10,2,0',3'} {3,8,0',5'} {4,8,0',2'} {6,8,0',1'} {8,9,0',4'} 
{10',2',7',0} {5',0',10',0} {7',8',6',0} {lO',l',S',O} 
{4',8',0',0} {3',9',10',0} {4',5',7',0} {4',6',10',0} 
{1',5',2',0} {9',6',0',0} {7',1',0',0} {3',2',0',0} 
{4',2',9',0} {9',5',8',0} {3',6',1',0}. 
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